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About This Game

Loria is a homage to classics from golden era of strategy games, with modern spin on controls and user experience.

Game introduces not just RTS elements but also RPG elements such as: hero units, collecting items and quest driven missions
offers for a more interesting take on the RTS genre.

Goal of Loria is to take the best concepts from the classics and create a modern user-experience, intelligent AI, smooth controls,
pleasing aesthetic and to add interesting content.

Loria was made with passion and love of the RTS genre, that has given us so many hours of fun.
Hopefully we have managed to recreate the experience and fun.

Loria features:

 2 playable races

 2 campaigns with 8 missions each ( 16 missions in summary )

 Entertaining story

 Dozens of units, buildings and upgrades

 6 unique heroes

 Levelable heroes with backpack

 Veteran units

 Skirmish games

About Multiplayer:
Multiplayer was not planned in Loria at all and is not implemented in game at this point. However due to lot of requests to

include multiplayer, we started to work on the feature. Stay tuned for more news about this!
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This is now my go-to game if I need to kill a few minutes. Super simple but so much fun. The sound effects make it very
satisfying to fly close to the walls.. WHAT THE♥♥♥♥♥♥
. 100% quality entertainment. The game sucks.... I wish I had more time to play.

So far I'm at the end of the fourth stair and so far so good to my taste. I had a hard time understanding the combat system on the
first floor, but once you got it, it's cool.
The overall simplicity of the gameplay makes it a nice trip to the non hardcore gamer, even more for the non dungeon crawler
genre gamer.
The graphics are good. They may be a little repetitive at some point and the hidden moving bricks a little hard to detect.
The music adds a lot. Makes you believe something is pending, to discover it was just playing with you.
My regret is the lack of a story, it would have added another level of depth. But man, the guy did this alone!

I will finish it soon because each time I play I'm enjoying it.
. I didn't even realise this was a DLC, I natrually assumed it was (and should have been) in the base game. underboob\/10. The
coolest-looking level in the entire Hitman series. If you want a good argument for the monthly episodic format, it's this level.
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Fun and simple game. The mechanics don't have much depth but still feels tight and satisfying. The visuals are nice as well.
Some enemy attacks seem impossible to dodge; been playing on hardest difficulty but that just seems to effect the damage
numbers.

I would recommend if not for the various bugs that have caused frustration and lost time:

-infinite loading going to different dungeon levels causing restart which makes the current run lost
-weapons disappearing either when crafting or when finding them in the dungeon
-stacks of items disappearing when moving them around in inventory
-visual bug where tiles highlighted by curses stay highlighted
-when crafting the shop is sometimes miscalculating the amount you have in inventory and home chests

I expect a game that has been out for a year and releasing DLC updates to have fixed bugs like this.. Good game i only bought it
for multiplayer but now i like multiplayer and story mode but it is kinda hard tho. Bought the game today it is really fun it is like
overcooked except the stages are normal. It is a very fun game I would recommend this to people if they like cooking games
like overcooked. The game can be fast pased at times and you have to know your customers since some of them get more
impatient then others and I really recommend hiring a waitress/waiter when its available. So far the game is really good the only
thing that the game is lacking is online multiplayer. The game aready has local couch coop which is really nice but this game
really needs online mulitplayer to play with other players since some people have this game but have no one to play coop with
them so it would really need a online multiplayer and I hope the developers add this. So in conclusion this is a really fun game
and is worth buying I just really hope the developer adds online multiplayer.

Edit: If you want to see me play the game heres the link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQCsyxAKXBk. This game used to be fun before the devs left it entirely and abandoned
the project. The entire game is buggy and undone and needs to be redone. It is not worth this amount of money and is not worth
your time.

It was going to be something amazing, but now it's turned into a worthless game due to dev abandonment. So sad.. I dunno why
this says I have 0.3 hours. I've played this thing at LEAST enough for two full days of gameplay, and honestly it should be in
200-300 hour range. Regardless, the review.
Pros:
Gorgeous graphics but not demanding.
Responsive controls, and relatively intuitive.
THE MUSIC
Level design: I've supported this game since the Markiplier released his video about it. Level design is MUCH improved in this
game thus far in the Early Access. Seriously.

EDIT:
And of course I'd forget to mention: One of the things I like about this game the most, is that it's pacing is centered around you.
You wanna take it slow and accurate, or slow and easy(as in just enjoying the music and view)? Sure, no problemo. Want to
challenge your reaction time by going as fast as the game will let you? Have a blast, just don't blow up!

That's one of the best things about this game, you can take a step back and just enjoy it, and the game won't rush you.

Cons:
No buyable soundtrack. Seriously, I want to listen to this gorgeous music on my iPod and I'm willing to throw money at you.

That's it, really. I'm not too good at reviews. Out of 10, base off the game and not my desire for its music, I'd give it a 9\/10
because I'm sure it'll improve, given more time.. The best euro I've spent ever. It lasted about 3 hours (probably could be done
faster if you realise what needs to be done or realise that there's a MAP OF THE HOUSE... T_T ), but they were very enjoyable
3 hours. The graphics are super cute and the music is nice. The story is excellent and super funny too!. I loved this game before
and I love it now. The graphics are not the best, but the gamepay is amazing.. Good story, extremely bad gameplay. BS 4 may be
made in 3D mode, like BS 3, but the 2 games are totally different. BS 3 provides more help to the player finding \/ using the
controls \/ actions you need to progress in the game. In this game, you only get to know 50% of the controls. The rest you need
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to figure out yourself. The animations are bad created, ending up being glitchy sometimes (also affecting specific game sounds,
like the bone crusher machine). The FPS of the game is not stable, unlike BS 3 (at least for me). Finally there were many times
throughout the game i didn't knew what i had to do, or how to do it. Just as BS 3, this game also does not offer the player hints,
however it does offer just 1 "help". Every time you save your game and you check the load game screen, you can see your
objective of the point you saved (that's the only hint you will ever get).

Having played the series from BS 1 up to 4 so far, i would say BS 4 is easily the worst in the series. Having only a good story
cannot make a game great. Furthermore, someone who has not played any of the Broken Sword series before, will find it very
very difficult to play, solve and enjoy this game. Buy it only if you buy the whole bundle with all "episodes" included.
Seperately, i wouldn't waste money on this.

5\/10. I was on the fence of buying Tabletop Simulator for a long time. Until today. I bought a four-pack and the Zombicide
DLC so I can play the game with my family who live on the other side of the continent. We used to play together a _lot_ over
the holidays when I visit.

This DLC was my first time playing Tabletop Simulator, but man, the experience was absolutely fantastic. I love the
organization of all the pieces and the high resolution of all the manuals and FAQ booklets are an awesome addition.

They also did a great job with all the minis and it is super easy to set up a board.

I'll definitely be buying the other seasons of Zombicide if\/when they come out.

Update 1.1.3:
Bugs:
- Fix Armor Upgrade on buildings applied twice
- No cooldown graphics on empty slots
- Shift click selected unit deselects it. Update 1.1.5:
- Fixed a crash sporadically occurring through larger scale battles. Linux support:
Fellow Linux gamers!

The news are short and sweet: Loria now supports Linux!

Enjoy!. Update 1.1.6:
Bugs:
- Fixed flying unit twitching when changing directions rapidly
- Chaos-01 fixed optional objective failing before starting it
- Items effects (attributes) now stack
- Workshop maps list is now displayed properly

Improvements:
- Item chest is now bigger and more visible
- Extended colliders on cliffs, hopefully closing all gaps that allowed units to pass through cliff

Balance:
- Knight now uses slashing attack instead of piercing attack. Update 1.1.0 - Map Editor:
Features:
- Beta Map Editor connected to Steam Workshop

Improvements:
- Added version to main menu
- Chaos and Order now have building armor upgrades

Balancing:
- Manticore: Siege attack range is decreased from 10 to 8
- Manticore: Siege attack damage slightly decreased
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- Necromancer: Pestilence damage increased by 4 per second
- Mage: Meteor damage increased from 80 to 100
- Hippogriff: HP decreased from 420 to 375
- Gunship: Increased flak attack damage from 6-8 to 7-9
- Building armor: Effectiveness agains piercing attacks increased by 10%
- Red demon: Increase of anti-air damage
- Red demon: Armor increase
- Chaos golem: Increase of anti-air damage
- Towers: Decreased range of towers & monoliths. Update on development:
 I have been a little silent in past few months. So here is a little update on Loria and where is the development heading currently.

Multiplayer:
After exploring options how to integrate multiplayer into RTS game build in Unity, it became obvious there are no good
options.
- Official Unity networking solution got deprecated and new one is still in works.
- Most of RTS networking is based on Deterministic simulation engine - and unity is not one of those.
- RTS games need to exchange lot of data, compared to other genres.

but biggest one of them is
Loria does not yet have sufficient community
I have been following several of other RTS games that have came out recently and the most common complaint is: "Multiplayer
is dead", "Long waiting times".

In order to have working multiplayer, I need to gather more users, that will be interested in Loria :) So how will i go on about it
? New content of course!

New content will be aiming mainly on extending races with new units and create subfactions. I hope this will add re-playability
to the game and attract new players as well. So these new updates are aimed mainly to support good multiplayer experience in
the future.

I am hoping that by the time I implement new content that is planned, unity solution on multiplayer will get released and I will
take it further from that point, using their native solution.

PS: I included soundtrack to Loria in latest update as little compensation for having to wait this long for update : )

So, thats about it. Have a little sneak peek of some new units.
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